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FOR A BETTER FUTURE
Most efforts at educating children are aimed at coursework and do not value
education. As APJ Abdul Kalam said, "You cannot change the future, but you can
change your habits, and your habits will surely change your future". To make the
future better for children, we have launched an app on Body safety, First-of-its-
kind game for children
The App, the first of its kind in the world, is about Body Safety for children,
designed in line with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 3 and
Goal 4.
The Body Safety game is an interactive and educative game conceived by
Tejobarath. It strives to educate children about child sex abuse in an age-
sensitive and gender-neutral manner under its initiative VISION 2030 SAFE INDIA
HAPPY INDIA – “safe childhood is our birthright.”



It starts with
introduction of

a teacher,
named as TEJA 



Teja states that everyone will learn
about Good & Bad Touch 



The private
parts are also
described
broadly

Different major
parts of the body
is shown and
explained by teja



Teja explains what if someone touches on private parts,  who
might warn or threaten a child not to tell anyone. They may also
offer you gifts to keep it as a secret. In such case one should not
be afraid and immediately go and inform their parents or
teachers. and to stay away from that person.  One can also call
child line 1098 and complain about this. 



Good & Bad
Touch



Any touch which makes you
feel good, happy, safe, and
loved. 

What is safe or good
touch?

What is Unsafe Touch
or Bad Touch?

Any touch which makes you
feel sad, embarrassed,
guilty, and ashamed. 

Good & Bad
Touch



Teja explains Who can touch or see
private parts in a more vivid way.



Pictures are shown, and
Teja explains who can
touch or see their private
parts like their mother while
giving a bath and the
doctors, while checking
them in the presence of
their parents.



A touch game starts to give a more clear picture
to children 

If one touches
those private parts
that was explained
by Teja then it
shows as unsafe

If one touches
other normal parts
like hands, head 
 which do not
harm a child it is
shows as safe



ACTIVITY-
QUESTIONS &

TOUCH 



ACTIVITY- QUESTIONS & TOUCH SESSION 
In the activity schedule, Teja asks a few questions
about What is Right and What is Wrong? 
A picture of a girl and a boy will be displayed, and
a question will appear on the screen. If one gives a
correct answer, one will be appreciated, and a
score will be given. If they give a wrong answer,
then an explanation will be given as to why it is
wrong and what can be done.



QUESTION 1



QUESTION 2



QUESTION 3



QUESTION 4



QUESTION 5



QUESTION 6



QUESTION 7



QUESTION 8



QUESTION 9



QUESTION 10



QUESTION 11



The session after 11 questions will show
the total score, and if it is a good score, it
will be appreciated, and if its a bad score,
it will be advised to try again
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